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Under the direction of the Union d'Alpissimo Association Montagna
(UPAM), training courses for cl~mbing competitions have been taking

place in most of the Latin American countries, which may give rise to some
interesting developments. Much of the exciting mountaineering activity in
Latin America during 1994 has been achieved by alpinists moving fast and
light and has been concentrated on Argentina. Anybody looking for a hill
to climb in 1995 should get a copy of Jill Neate's Mountaineering in the Andes,
available from the Expedition Advisory Service.

Ecuador
A combined team from Britain and the Institutio Geografico Militar climbed
Chimborato and Cotopaxi and surveyed these two mountains using GPS.
As a result, Chimborato (the highest peak in Ecuador) was found to be
42m below the accepted height of 6310m and the new figure looks likely to
become accepted. The accepted height of Cotopaxi and the GPS height
were virtually the same. Also on Cotopaxi, no less than 52 climbers sum
mited between 28 and 29 May!

Peru
Contrary to popular rumour abounding in the previous year, there are no
plans to introduce any peak fees or regulations to control mountaineering.
Overall, the recent terrorist activity perpetrated by 'Sendero Luminoso' is
diminishing, but particular care should still be exercised in the Cordillera
Huayhuash area. The situation between Peru and Ecuador on the border is
delicate, to say the least, with military activity taking place across the bor
der. The weather in Peru seemed to be less predictable than normal.

Slovenians Kosiv and Kecuan completed a new route on the SW wall of
Artensorajo. A new route on Chashan Oeste was completed'via the nar
row E ridge to the lower W summit (5701m). An Australian ascent of the
ENE face of Jangyranu (563Om) is also reported on good granite rock.

Bolivia
Matthew Wetherall, Simon Shercliff and Ben Reynolds mapped and ex
plored the Bolivian Altiplano area and climbed Huayana Potosi (6088m)
in generally good weather conditions (see MEF Reports, ref 94/40).
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Argentina
Many of the formerly 'classified' maps are now 'de-classified' and are avail
able. Also, from the Argentine Geographic Military Institute, is a series of
revised heights for a number of peaks, including Fitzroy and Cerro Torre.
Elections are due in 1995, but the political situation appears unlikely to
change a great deal. Better access and improved facilities are increasing the
popularity of Argentina's mountain areas.

British climber Mike Turner led an expedition to attempt the S Tower of
Paine, but was forced to modify his objectives in the light of poor weather
conditions and bad conditions on the route itself. No further details are
available at present.

A new Normal Route has been established on Aconcagua in an attempt
to reduce the environmental impact of climbers in the area. The new route
is called Via de los Guias de Medoza and is reported to be to the left of the Filo
Sur Oeste at the same grade as the original route.

Pissis (6875m) Sverre Aarseth made a solo ascent of the W summit (27°
45' 17" S, 68° 47' 56" W). Base Camp was on the northern side, using a
new approach from Copiapo. An altitude of 6895m (+ / - 50m) was
measured by GPS (WGS 84). There is a correction of -20m for reduction
to the local spheroid.

A serious new route on Cerro Torre's S face by Slovenian climbers Janez
Jeglic, Marco Lukic and Miha Praprotnik called Whats Love Got To Do
With It in the Banana Crack area goes at ED4 with A4, technical VIII- and
90° ice. The 22-pitch ascent required a great deal of aid climbing, 770m of
fixed rope and only four pitches were completed each day. Britain's Arrdy
Parkin and Fran\=ois Martigny attempted a new route via a 750m ice couloir
to the Col of Hope on 60° to 80° ice. After several delays the pair were
forced to abandon the summit owing to deteriorating bad weather. The
750m ice route was named Lost Times. Cerro Torre's second solo ascent
was achieved on 11 February by New Zealander Atholl Whimp and the
first Australian ascent was performed by Andrew Linblade.

Jose Chaverri and Teo Plaza missed the summit of Cerro Stanhardt
(2730m) by its E face by only 40m. Their retreat was forced owing to se
vere injuries sustained by Plaza earlier in the climb. The 1200m-high wall
gave difficult climbing of VI and VII with pitches of Al and A2. Plaza was
tragically swept to his death in an avalanche only a few months later.
Chaverri was himself later involved in an accident whilst attempting Torre
Egger by the E face.
Torre de la Media Luna saw a bold solo on a new line by Ermanno
Salvaterra. Rubio y Azur is a 400m route starting to the right of the 1988
Italian attempt, following the prominent First Pillar. Casimiro Ferrari and
Martin Ceballos climbed a new route on the E face of Aguja Mermoz, the
exact line of which is not clear but is 650m in length with difficulties of V+
andA3.

Arr Austrian team led by Dr M Kremsner completed the first E-W traverse
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of Glacier Tyndall, claiming the first ascents of three modest peaks: Cerro
Reina Maria Theresa (1165m), Cerro Trillizo Sur (1270m) and Cerro
Matrimonio (1710m).

Chile
This season's efforts in the Paine area were marred by three deaths in sepa
rate incidents. Apart from the notable Spanish activity, seen below, there
was not a great deal of activity this year.

On the Central Tower of Paine, part of a strong eight-man Spanish team
began a new line between Magico Este and Belena de los Vientos, completing
500m of this 1000m wall with only three out of the 15 pitches being climbed
free (VII/VII+ A3). The team hopes to return and complete the route.
Meanwhile, the other part of the team completed the second ascent of the
Italian line Magico Este (VII A3).

Tierra del Fuego
In December 1994 Doug Scott experienced his first taste of 'sea mount
aineering' when he joined an expedition based on the yacht Pelagic. The
skipper and principal owner of the yacht was the world-renowned sailor
James (Skip) Novak from Chicago. From Punta Arenas they sailed due
south down the Straits of Magellan towards the western end of the Cordillera
Darwin range. On 8 December, with difficulty, they finally reached the
summit (Alpine TD inf) of a c6000ft peak in the Cordon Navarro which
they named Mt Pelagic, 'although,' as Doug Scott said, 'we cannot be sure
it had not been climbed before by Jack Miller's American group during a
remarkable visit in 1966'. The view from the summit revealed a wealth
of unclimbed peaks, particularly in the area north of Agostini Fjord.
Other members of the climbing party were Julian Freeman-Attwood and
Francis McDermot.

South Georgia
Eight members from the 1st Royal Irish Regiment made the first ascent of
Pt 2296ft on the Lyall glacier, Georgia, giving a route of Alpine Po. Cur
rent information on walking and climbing can be found in the log at
Grytriken's Whaling Museum. A significant degree of glacial recession is
reported in this area.

Antarctica
In January-February 1994 Skip Novak sailed to the Antarctic Peninsula
with two teams who had both climbing and filming objectives. Heavy pack
ice prevented any landing in Crystal Sound, but a landing was made in
stead on the small island of Duchaylard. Two first ascents were made: of
Mt Duff (1822ft), the highest peak on the island, via the W ridge and the S
face (Scottish IV and V) and of Mt Williams (4970ft) on Anvers Island.
(See 'Antarctica: Voyage of the Pelagic: pages 75-81)
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